Multiuser diversity (MD), as a fundamental property of fading wireless networks, has been widely applied in today's wireless communication systems. In this letter, we consider the newly emerging cognitive radio (CR) wireless network that communicates by sharing the spectrum with the existing primary radio (PR) network.
spectrum only when all the PR transmissions are detected to be off; the other is spectrum sharing (SS), whereby the CR user is allowed to access the spectrum of interest even when there are concurrent active PR transmissions, provided that the resultant interference power, or the so-called interference temperature (IT), at each PR receiver is limited below a predefined value.
In this letter, we focus our study on the SS-based CR networks, for which dynamic resource allocation (DRA) is known to be essential, whereby transmit powers, bit-rates, bandwidths, and/or antenna beams of CR users are dynamically allocated based upon the available channel state information (CSI) on some or all of the channels in the PR and CR networks. DRA for SS-based CR networks have been thoroughly studied in the literature. In the case of single-antenna fading PR and CR channels, transmit power control can be an effective means of DRA for the CR, and has been studied in, e.g., [3] [4] [5] , subject to the IT constraints at the PR receivers. In [6] , [7] , it was discovered that a more effective means to protect the PR over IT is via exploiting the PR fading channel CSI and thereby limiting the exact PR performance loss due to the CR interference. In [8] , spatial adaptation schemes are presented for the CRs with multi-antenna transceivers. Since the CR network is in nature a multiuser communication environment, it will be more relevant to consider DRA in a CR multiuser network rather than that for the case of point-to-point CR link. IT-based multiple access for the CR multiuser network has been studied in, e.g., [9] , [10] . A recent study on information-theoretic limits of IT-based CR fading multiple-access channel (MAC) and broadcast channel (BC) was given in [11] .
On the other hand, "multiuser diversity" (MD) [12] , as a fundamental property of fading wireless networks, has been widely applied in today's wireless communication systems. Conventionally, MD can be utilized to enhance the long-term throughput of a wireless system with multiple independent-fading communication links by selecting one or a subset of the total links with superior instantaneous channel quality to transmit at one time. In this letter, we study the phenomenon of MD in the fading multiuser SS/IT-based CR networks. In addition to the conventional form of MD, we demonstrate several new forms of MD in the CR networks, named multiuser interference diversity (MID), which are resulted by the mutual interferences between the CR and PR networks and are thus not present in the conventional wireless networks. Three types of CR networks are considered, including the MAC, BC, and parallel-access channel (PAC), for which we characterize the transmit MID (T-MID), receive MID (R-MID), and combined T-MID and R-MID, respectively. Based on both analytical and numerical results, it is shown that thanks to the new discovered MID, the MD in each CR network of interest can be substantially larger than that in the conventional networks, while their diversity gain ratio is upper-bounded by some determinable value that is constant regardless of the number of CR users.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II presents the system models of CR networks of interest. Section III characterizes various forms of MID for different types of CR networks, and compares them to the conventional MD. Section IV presents the numerical results on the performance gains of MID over the conventional MD. Finally, Section V concludes the letter.
Notation: E[·] denotes the statistical expectation. The distribution of a circular symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variable (RV) with mean x and variance y is denoted by CN (x, y), and ∼ means "distributed as". min(x, y) denotes the minimum between two real numbers, x and y.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider typical SS-based CR networks (to be more specified later) that share a single narrow band for transmission with an existing PR network. For the purpose of exposition, a single PR link consisting of a PR transmitter (PR-Tx) and a PR receiver (PR-Rx) is considered. All the terminals in the coexisting PR and CR networks are assumed to be equipped with a single antenna. We consider a slow-fading environment and thus assume a block-fading (BF) channel model for all the channels involved. Furthermore, we assume coherent communications over all the PR and CR links and thus only their fading channel power gains (amplitude squares) are of interest. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the additive noises at all the PR and CR receive terminals are independent CSCG RVs each ∼ CN (0, 1). Specifically, three types of CR networks are considered:
• Cognitive MAC (C-MAC): As shown in Fig. 1 , K CRs, denoted by CR 1 , CR 2 , . . ., CR K , transmit independent messages to a common CR base station (CR-BS). Denote h k as the power gain of the fading channel from CR k to CR-BS, k = 1, . . . , K. Similarly, g k is defined for the fading channel from CR k to PR-Rx, f for that from PR-Tx to PR-Rx, and e for that from PR-Tx to CR-BS.
• Cognitive BC (C-BC): As shown in Fig. 2 , this dual channel of the C-MAC models the transmission of independent messages from CR-BS to different CRs. The channel reciprocity is assumed here between the C-MAC and C-BC. Thus, the fading channel power gain from CR-BS to CR k in the C-BC is same as h k in the C-MAC. In addition, g is defined as the fading channel power gain from CR-BS to PR-Rx. Similarly, e k is defined for the channel from PR-Tx to CR k .
• Cognitive PAC (C-PAC): As shown in Fig. 3 , K distributed CR transmitters, denoted by CR-Tx 1 , . . ., CR-Tx K , transmit independent messages to their corresponding receivers, denoted by CR-Rx 1 , . . ., CR-Rx K . Similarly like the C-MAC and C-BC, we denote h k as the power gain of the fading channel from CR-Tx k to CR-Rx k , k = 1, . . . , K. Similarly, g k and e k are defined for the fading channels from CR-Tx k to PR-Rx and from PR-Tx to CR-Rx k , respectively.
Note that in the above CR network models, the MAC and BC usually model the uplink and downlink transmission in centralized wireless cellular networks, respectively, while the PAC models the transmission in decentralized wireless ad hoc networks.
Denote i as the joint fading state for all the channels involved. Furthermore, all the channels are assumed to be independent of each other and each of them has a continuous probability density function (PDF). Let h k,i denote the realization of h k for fading state i. Similar notations can be defined for the other channels. For brevity, we drop the subscript i in these notations for the rest of this letter.
Let J denote the transmit power constraint at CR-BS in the C-BC, P k denote the transmit power constraint at CR k in the C-MAC or at CR-Tx k in the C-PAC, k = 1, . . . , K. Note that all the transmit power constraints in the CR networks of interest are considered as peak power constraints that are constant over different fading states. In addition, it is assumed that for the PR link, PR-Tx transmits with a constant power Q over all the fading states.
This letter assumes that time division multiple access (TDMA) is employed in each of the above multiuser CR channel models. While TDMA is in general suboptimal from an information-theoretic viewpoint [11] , it is a favorable scheme in practice due to its implementation ease. Note that we name the third channel model in the above as PAC instead of the more general K-user interference channel so as to emphasize the fact that due to TDMA, there is in fact no interference between parallel CR 5 links. It is also assumed that the CR transmit terminal in each CR channel of interest protects the PR transmission by applying the interference-power/IT constraint at PR-Rx. For the purpose of exposition, we consider the peak interference-power constraint at PR-Rx, denoted by Γ, for any of the fading states.
Thus, if CR k is selected for transmission at any fading state and p k is its transmit power, then the following inequality must hold: p k g k ≤ Γ, for the C-MAC and C-PAC. Similarly, for the C-BC, if p denotes the transmit power of CR-BS, then pg ≤ Γ must be satisfied. Combining both the transmit and interference peak power constraints, we have
Supposing that CR k is selected for transmission at one particular fading state, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at its corresponding receiver can then be expressed as
for the C-MAC, C-BC, and C-PAC, respectively. Note that the noise at each CR receive terminal includes both the additive Gaussian noise and the additional interference from PR-Tx.
In this letter, we are interested in maximizing the long-term system throughput in each of the above CR network averaged over different fading states. Consequently, CR k is selected for transmission at fading state i if it has the largest receiver SNR among all the CRs. Let k * denote the selected user at any particular fading state. From (1) and (2), we have
for the C-MAC, C-BC, and C-PAC, respectively. By substituting k * for each CR channel model with K CR users into (2), the corresponding maximum receiver SNR over users is obtained and denoted by
, each as a function of K. Note that in this letter, perfect knowledge have been assumed on the channels in the CR networks as well as the channels between the PR and CR terminals, for characterizing the throughput limits of CR networks.
III. MULTIUSER INTERFERENCE DIVERSITY
In this section, we formally study the MD for various CR channels introduced in Section II. For the purpose of exposition, we consider for these channels a set of "symmetric" assumptions, i.e., all h k 's have the same distribution, so do all g k 's and e k 's, and furthermore, P k = P, ∀k. Note that although the symmetric assumptions simplify the following study, we believe that the essential ideas of MD in the CR networks are captured.
We consider the expected values of γ MAC (K), γ BC (K), and γ PAC (K) over different fading states as the measure of the system performance as a function of K. It is easy to see that these expected values increase with K under the symmetric fading assumptions. In order to quantify the performance gain due to MD, we normalize each of these expected values to the corresponding ones in the case with a single CR user in the network, i.e., we defineγ
] as the multiuser diversity gain (MDG) for the C-MAC and, similarly,γ BC (K) andγ PAC (K) are defined for the C-BC and C-PAC, respectively. From (3), (4), and (5), it follows that
where
are constants regardless of k ∈ {1, . . . , K} due to the symmetric fading assumptions. In order to fairly compare the MDGs in the CR networks with those in the conventional wireless networks without the presence of the PR, we also consider the so-called reference network by removing the PR link in any of the three CR networks of interest (but with the remaining channel and noise statistics unchanged).
For such reference network, since there is no interference-power constraint nor any interference from PR-Tx to CR terminals, it is easy to show that CR k with the largest h k among all the CRs should be scheduled for transmission at each fading state in all the three channel models. Thus, we can define the MDG of the reference network asγ
where κ 0 = 1/E[h k ] is a constant regardless of k under the symmetric fading assumption.
From (6)- (12), it follows that the MDGs of various CR channels are different from the conventional MDG of the reference network. We highlight their differences as follows:
• For the C-MAC, it is observed from (6) that the MDG is obtained by taking the maximum value of the product between h k and min(P, Γ/g k ) over all the CRs, where the former term also exists in the conventional MDG given in (12) while the latter term is a new addition. Note that this new source of diversity is mainly due to independence of the channels g k 's over which CR transmitters may interfere with PR-Rx, and is thus named transmit multiuser interference diversity (T-MID).
• For the C-BC, it is observed from (7) that the MDG is due to the maximization of the product between h k and 1/(1+Qe k ) over CRs, where the former term contributes to the conventional MDG while the latter term is a new source of diversity due to independence of the channels e k 's over which PR-Tx interferes with CR receivers. We thus name this new diversity as receive multiuser interference diversity (R-MID).
• For the C-PAC, it is observed from (8) that in addition to the conventional MD, there also exists a combined T-MID and R-MID.
Next, we present the main theoretical results of this letter on the upper and lower bounds of the MDGs for different CR channels:
, and α PAC = α MAC · α BC are all constants regardless of k under the symmetric fading assumptions.
Proof: We only show the proof for the C-PAC case, while the similar proofs can be obtained for the C-MAC and C-BC and are thus omitted here for brevity. First, we consider the lower bound on γ PAC (K). By denoting k ′ as the user with the largest h k among all the CRs, it follows that
where (a) is due to the fact that k ′ is in general not the optimal k * corresponding to the largest (8); (b) is due to independence of channels h k ′ , g k ′ , and e k ′ ; and (c) is due to (11) and (12) . Next, we consider the upper bound onγ PAC (K). The following inequalities/equalties can be shown:γ
where (a) is due to the fact that the user with the largest h k is not necessarily the one with the largest min(P, Γ/g k )/(1 + Qe k ); (b) is due to independence of h k and (g k , e k ); (c) is due to the fact that min(P, Γ/g k )/(1 + Qe k ) ≤ P, ∀k; and (d) is due to (11) and (12) . Using the definitions of α MAC and
Theorem 3.1 indicates that the MDGs of different CR channels for any value of K are all lowerbounded byγ 0 (K) of the reference network, but upper-bounded by different multiplications (which are all constants) ofγ 0 (K). Since it can be easily verified that these multiplication constants are all greater than one, it is expected that the MDGs in there considered CR channels are all larger than the conventional MDG in the reference network due to the additional forms of MID.
At last, we comment on the asymptotic results on the MDGs when the number of CR users, K, goes to infinity. Let us first take a look at the reference network without the PR link. Based on the extreme value theory [13, Appendix A], it is known that for "type i" distribution of h k (which applies to many practical fading channel models such as Rayleigh fading) with unit-variance, i.e., κ 0 = 1, there
is a function of K and depends on the distribution of h k . For example, in the Rayleigh fading model with h k being exponentially distributed,
where log refers to the natural logarithm. From Theorem 3.1, the following corollary can be obtained:
≤ α BC , and 1 ≤γ
Corollary 3.1 indicates that the asymptotic MDG in each CR network of interest is within a constant multiplication (greater than one) of the conventional asymptotic MDG in the reference network as the number of CRs, K, goes to infinity.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we show the numerical results on the MDGs for different CR channels studied in this letter. We assume that all the channels involved follow the standard Rayleigh fading model, i.e., each channel power gain is exponentially distributed with unit variance. In addition, for fair comparison of different channel models, we assume that J = Q = P for all the C-MAC, C-BC, C-PAC, as well as the reference network without the PR link. 
